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i:llSTORY OF Tlii: JJ:t::PAR'l'l-lEN'l' OJ:' MATllJ::MATlCS 
THROUGH 1979 

Prior to 1946, tht<re were no degrees granted at the School. 
All education of Naval officers was in preparation for transfer 
to a civilian school for graduate education. All departments 
were engaged in this one task with some, of course, playing the 
role of 0 major0 department for stud<.!nts planning to transfer for 
graduate work in that discipline. Although Math.,matica was never 
a "major• d.;:partm.:nt, l.n this s<cnse, its history goes back to the 
appol.ntment of l-'rofe:ssor R. :i.;. Root in .J. 914·. Professor Root had 
a n<~tior1al rcputdtion as a mi1th~matii..:ia11. l3y t11~ besinning oi 
l~orl<l War II, thcr~ were four ~ermanent inathematics professors: 
Root, RdWl.l..ns, Drau:blt:: '111<.l ~11urcl1. 

J.n l94u, tnt.: bc11ool r~ct..:.ived u.ut1,ori t~{ tu a\varJ U~grt::t;;S and 
its nature changed quickly. 'I'11e c.iwgree granting deparLm~nts, 
5 ucn. d.S .Pl1ys ics, Blt.;ctr i i;..:ul L:n9irJ.t:t:.;L. i.!1g, ~·1c..i...:l1i!r1i ca 1 l::rJ.y in\:;t.;. r .i.n'd, 
t·1~t<.:orc.l.ogy u.1·1d ~11cmi stry, o~.!camc rn~-:i1~~ ..i..rapc1rtG.r1 t as s tucicnt 
tL11..;!SJ.S cfi:oi~t arld r~s~urc11 ii,crt;;!...t.S\:!d. R.Ct.ir,s r1ow a.a CJ. s1..o.LY i...:L 
dcpart1nant to t11e ot.t'lt;.r <l~-!jrt:;t.:: grunting C.epartincn·ts, 1'·1at!-~eJa.:.:i.ti\.':s 
r1~vErti1~lcss ':jI"t::W in siz1..:. oy 19-40, ·t11\.::r~ W1..:.~~e .i..,-.:: :µru.:E<.;;'!ss0rs i11 
tl·1e Di...•p:a.rt.tnt::nt .. t"-11,,.;(JUed by \J. R. CrU.li'"'C!1, V.'r10 hiid Ll~(;(.)l"ili2' c11uirrna11 
iri .l':14~ .. 

Professor ~1-..urc11, \ii:i.O riud S.f:)C!lt: tn~ \.,.·d.r y.:.:,u..cs on· .:i.c+..:..i ··it duty 
in. tnt:: L~a vy, was a Keen st uJi;;ll t of n~·v: u.-= v cl opr11~11 ts ir1 appl i cd 
n1ut111;.;raati~s. Tl1L! uppl.i...;ut..L.Or1s or: ::;to;.1.tistJ.r;.z ·t_u .st.rat~':iY in at1ti
suomdrir1e wariar~ tiad lea to many oth~r cipplications in tnt 
a:1u.lysis oi l.Javul op~rutio11s. 1-~s tr1.i.s !lt;;:V/ urt.:.~u. of scicn..::e 
co11tinut.:d ·to grow aft~r tl1-..;; ~nli of t11~ wur, J:>rofessor (:!iur.ch and 
tr~.;;. LJ..:.:part111011t of 1:1at11..;;:matis Wt.:rt.: leadt..:rs in tl1~ Ll1..~vf.:lcpnicr1t of 
tJiC n~w curriculun1 in o~erutions analysis, wnict1 o~gnn it) 1951-
:-.li~ Proil!ssors 'i'orru.rlCt; iron. 1'·1atl1~rnilti cs urH..;. Cu.n11it1';{l13.1n £roia 
i'l1y~ics taugt;.t t.r1t: ir1i ti al ~ou.rst:B in t:.11is Uiscif1lir1e. 'I'110y \lt.:C~ 
.S()C.'l'i w.sr.:...i.st-..::d i.;y Pro.i.;;.s~·.JJ.:- t::.o.t.11 ..J~.H ... ::~··~cJ..;., a.dcl1Ju. tu tr1~ u1u.thLI!1utic.s 
idc~lty in i95l. After <l ~~riou of 9rowtt1 tlnd d~v~lopn1~nt 1 
CJring wt1icr1 sL~~ral stat~sti~ians werL ~au~d to t:1~ fa~ulty to 
llilnci.le tl1..: gro.1'.iU~l snii·t iri cntf)l1asis from pnysicul scienc:.:: to 
stu.t.istl.i..::dl i:.1r1(.:...1.ysis u.s ti.li;.: ::urr.·.:i.~ulu1;1 u.:i.;ust~~u to ti1t:. x1;;..1.;..us oi 
tnc Navy, tnL 5Cil00l creat~~ tl1t. o~8drtm~Dt of Up~r~ticns 
H.t.:;Sl::..it"..;11 i1Vi tr1 (;;:.~ro\;..~A u.$ '-Ji.u.J.l-ll1.i....n.. r:J1;;: \.~'iJ.S SUC(.:i;!~J.;.;:;{..i, two yt.:ars 
later, by Jack .ll0rst.ing, ;;no was also irorn tn"' l.>epartrn.:nt of 
i•·.oatt1i::n1.uti·~s. 

B~t J.9uo, tr1•f; St.;pdrutio11 of OpL:ru.tior1s Rt.:;;SC'-L!'.'Ci"'l fro1n 

Mathematics was complct~d wit11 tl1u snift of fiv~ professors who 
tau<:Jnt most of tno statistl.r.:s ior vperations Anc..J.ysis students 
:f:rcm Matn.;,matics to Uper<itions R<:search. 'Il1" offspring to which 

-~1ut.t1err1atic.:s ha.a ·9_.'-.\i-:n bii·t11 wus a.l..c\...:.1.1:.ly u_µ to a ct.rer19tl1 of 19 
professors anu stl.ll yrow.J.ng. 
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Professor Church was also keenly interested in the 
development of the computer world, started in the war years by 
the Harvard Mark I and by the University of Pennsylvania Moore 
School computer. Professor w. E. Bleick, 1946, and 
B. J. Lockhart, 1948, had been involved with these computer 
developments before coming to the Department of Mathematics. 
However, Professor Church was the leader in the movement to 
obtain the first electronic automatic digital computer which was 
installed in the Department of Mathematics in 1954 and 
instruction started in programming and using such devices. This 
led in .L9ti0 to the acquisition of the first CDC Computer and 
formation of the School 0 s Computer Center, later to be named in 
honor of Professor Church. 

·,_·. 

Computer courses quickly l:lecamw standard in almost .;,very 
curriculum in tne School and use of the computer in research work 
incr~ased rapidly at the Scnool. however, it was not until 19ci7 
that tu<o Navy cstablisned the Computer Science courses and the 
addition of mor" faculty in this area. The existence of this 
group of specialists within th.;, Department of Mathematics and 
t11cir interaction with faculty in otn"r departments (chit.fly 
el..,ctrical engineering) who worked with computiOrs led to 
formation of tii"' Comf>Ute.i: Sciencto< Group in .L97::J; how.over, th<: 
professors involved maintained tneir status in the Department of 
t·1atl1eraatics until 19~/b ~lncr1 tl1c;: Dt..:i->artn1i;::nt of '-.:01nputer .Scienct: 
was formt,;d. At that timtl, fivtl faculty membto<rs moved from 
Muti1~1natics to the new dc~artment. 

Tu us, in about .;u i"ars, t11e L~purt.m"nt of Natltematics has 
seen two suo-uisciplines emerge and develop into thriving 
d~~~rtlllur1ts, ~d~h witt1 its own ~adr~ of gr~duatt stud~nts, 
stud.ont thesis t,;ffort and sponsored researc11. 

The cycles of growth and decline; in tnc sl4tl of the 
LJepartment of hathematics faculty ar" depicted in the attacl1ed 
c1wrt. _ !·lany factors ll<:iv.; <.;nt"r"'d illto ttiesco chang ... s ov;;r th" 
years: rise <:ind fall in the total enrollment; shift in 
~nrollm~nt p~r~~ntay~s froi11 e11~inLLriny and p11ysicill scienc~ to 
adrainistration and policy sciences; .Lnitiation of undergraduate 
curricula i11 .L.9:JO u11u tilt;l.l.- t~rmJ.n.J.tion i.11 191:.>; i11itiatiu!1 of 
th<o .Lmmediate Graduate ~ducation Program in .L9G7 and its 
tern1i11w.tiorl ir1 197.:..; devt;lOL?n1ent of O,t)f.:!rations d11alysis dnd 
comput"r sciunce curricula at~ formation of tnc two new 
dep<irtments; und tilt! reduction in th" oasic mat11ematics given to 
tile typical student in most curricula. 
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HISTORY OF TriE MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT, 1979-1984 

ONR Chair The ONR Research Chair was established in 1979. 
Professor Gordon Latta occupied the Research Chair for two years, 
1979-1981. In May of 1981 he was appointed Professor of 
Mathematics and, in 1983, he became Chairman of the Mathematics 
Department •. During his tenure in the Chair, he conducted a 
seminar in applications of singular integral equations. 
Participants included faculty members from the departments of 
Mathematics, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and 
Operations Research. He gave two invited talks to regional 
meetings of mathematical associations. The first was given to the 
Northern California Section of the Mathematical Association of 
America on Feoruary 2::0, 19dU at a meeting whic11 was held at the 
Naval Postgraduate School. The talk was about "Solutions of 
Boundary Value Problems via singular Integral Equations". The 
second was given to a~meeting of the Society for Industrial and 
Applied Mathematics and tne American r:athematical Society at The 
University of Nevada, Reno, on April 25, 19Ul. The title of the 
talk was "The Role of Microcomputers in Mathematics''. During his 
term as holder of the ONR Research Chair, Professor Latta 
initiated a new course on microprocessors, HA 3035. 

The second person to occupy the Chair was ProfeGsor 
Garrett uirkhoff, who was on leave from Harvard University. 
Professor Birkhoff occupied the Chair from January to mid-May of 
1983. ;Je prepared a set of over Ju lectures on nur.ierical fluid 
dynamics. These notes were publisneJ by the llaval Postgraduate 
.Scnool, 'I'ney were th" basis fer a course taught by Pror1;ssor 
liirkhoff, MA 4393. Professor Birkhoff organized a Conference on 
r;lliptic Proolerns whicn was nelc..i at tne Llaval Post;;raduate 
January lu-14, 1983. Professor Birkhoff and Professor 
Artnur Sctioenstadt of the llatllematics Dupartrnent were co-editors 
0£ tile Proceedings which were publisned in the book, Elliptic 
Proolerr, Jol vers g, l 9o4. 

ln addition, Professor ~irknoff worked wi~1 Professors 
Richard Franl<e and l.lonald Gaver of NPS on teclmiques of optimal 
inter]Jolation and av,:iroximation. lie oryani:.oed an interaepart
mental seminar on the use of computers to model fluid motions. 
Professor LirKnoff also save an invited talk to tile llorthern 
California Section 1neeting of the Mathematical Association of 
America at Sta11ford University, ¥ebruary 2b, 1983. The talk was 
on "liilbert 0 s •rundlagen ~ Geometrie", Revisited". 

TI-59 Calculator Program. The Tl-59 Calculator program was 
developed during the years 1978-1984. Professor Maurice Weir 
gave the first course on tile TI-59 Calculator in 1978. The notes 
for this course led to the publication of his book, Calculator 
Clout in 19Ul and a second book, Calculus ~ Calculator in 1982. 
J;.;y 191:;2, enrollment in the course was up to 400 to sou students 
per year. £nrollment began to decline when it became apparent 

l 
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that a computer course would be more effective for the students. 
By the end of 1984, the Department was planning to phase out the 
program. Our experience with the TI-59 program has implications 
for the micro-computer laboratory. There will be the need to 
continually update the technology. 

Continuing Education Courses. The Department of Mathematics has 
made a substantial contribution to the program in Continuing 
Education. Since 1976, short courses have been developed for 
Pre-Calculus and Calculus (Prof. Weir), Vector Analysis (Prof. 
Lucas), Differential Equations (Prof. Schoenstadt), and 
Management Mathematics (Prof. Russak). The longest list of 
courses in the NPS catalog of self-study courses is provided by 
the Mathematics Department with a total of 28 courses. This work 
provides an important contribution to the mission of the Naval 
Postgraduate School by providing off-campus instruction that 
prepares students for NPS. 

~ Program. One of the important programs developed at the 
Naval Postgraduate School during this period was the ASW (Anti
Submarine Warfare) Program. The first input for the program was 
in 1973. Professor Wilde was instrumental in the development of 
the mathematical part of the program. The program was successful 
and similar programs were developed for the E1'1 (Electronic 
Warfare) Program in 197b and ~~ (Naval Intelligence) Program in 
1980. Nonetheless, the program contains only one substantial 
course in mathematics, WA 3139, Partial Differential Equations 
and Fourier Series. Besides NA 3139, there is a one-quarter 
calculus review course, a short course in differential e4uations, 
and a short course in vector analysis. 

Tnis is an important program. lie should make an ef tort to 
incorporate improvements into tne program, including improvements 
that may evole from tl1e new TTt' proyra1.i. At tiiues, tn., 
aepartment has reacted to the need for, say, a short course in 
calculus or differential ec,uations oy using tne "inexpensive" 
~chaum"s outlines as textoooks. An "inexpensive'' book cannot 
rcf-'lace a sound textuook. uurin.,, the last few years, the 
department nas made an effort to phase out tne use of Scllaurn°s 
Outlin"s in this prograu. and in t11e ent.1r<: nathematics Prosram. 
Another insredient tue prosram needs is effective teachers. In 
most cases, one woulu expect tne teachiny staff to come from 
within the llatnematics Uepartmcnt. Newly arrived 
AdJunct/Visitins 1•rofessors or Professors fro~ other aepartments 
who rarely teach courses in mathematics should not be used to 
staff this program. 

2 
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.'.!'.!!'. Program. The first courses in the Technical Transition 
Program were given in the Fall of 1984 for about six students. 
The first regular input to the program is in the Spring Quarter, 
1985. The purpose of the program is to provide Unrestricted Line 
Officers with the academic background to qualify them to enter 
many technical graduate programs at NPS. Currently, the students 
assigned to the TTP Program are, for the most part, a subset of 
the 460 Engineering Science Program. The program includes work 
in pre-calculus and calculus with substantial use of 
microprocessors. 

Upon completion of the program, the student will enter a 
technical program and in mathematics will be prepared to take the 
second course in calculus, .MA lllb. This is the first program at 
NPS which is administered by the Mathematics Department. 

Mathematical Modeling--llooks Published. Besides books that nave 
already been mentioned, the following books were published by 
members of the Department during tne period 1979-1984: 

1. A First Course in Mathematical Modeling by Maurice Heir and 
Frank Giordano (19t;4). 

2. Advanced Engineering Mathematics by Ladis D. Kovach (1982). 

3. Boundary Value Problems by Ladis D. Kovach (1984). 

4. Game 'rlleory, by Guillermo Owen (l9b2). 

The development of the course in Mathematical Modeling is 
noteworthy. The t-JrO<jram uesan \;i tn a sewinar for th;c faculty in 
1982 given by Frank Giordano, a visiting professor from West 
Point. Tne first course was given for six students in the Spring 
of 1982. Enrollment nas increased, and the course is now given 
twice yearly for from 5u to 6u students per year. A solution 
manual for the book listed above is now near com;.iletion. This 
should aaa to the po;;ularity of tne course at i:lPS ana at otiwr 
universities, as well. 

Une Measure of Pro<;,ress Since l'.!79. The i:-larming rq,ort of 1979 
ior tne hatnematics l.Je;.iartwent contains many recommendations. It 
Sl:C?ros afJpropriate to com1ue.r1t Orl the rccommeu.datior1s contained i11 

Section B of that report and indicate the ;;regress (if any) made 
on eaci1 recorruucndation. 

1. ~ of grauuate students in mathematics. Duriny the last 
five years, the situation has remained about the same. we need a 
i.1ore substantial graduate program to stimulate research. There 
is some indication that we have lost ground in this area. There 
may not be enouyh graduate students to sustain tile program at its 
present level. 

2. Tile lack of a unified research effort is reiarded as a 
weakness £l'. members of the Department. There has been no_ 
progress on this recommendation. 



3. The lack of means .!E! combat the teaching of mathematics 
courses in other departments. The situation remains about the 
same. course or segments of courses in numerical analysis, 
Fourier series, Lapl~ce transforms, complex variables and 
differential equations are taught by other departments. 

4. Although some of their instruction is excellent, average to 
indifferent performance El faculty .2.!! loan from other departments 
continues to be a problem. There is progress in this area -- at 
least in the sense that we have been allowed to recruit faculty 
for the Mathematics Department. The problem may stem from a 
shortage of faculty in the ~•athematics Department. 

5. The Department lacks expertise in applied algebra and 
discrete mathematical structures. This problem has essentially 
been solved oy the addition of Professor Harold Fredricksen. He 
is well qualified to teach and conduct research in the areas 
mentioned. 

6. ~ Department has 2 need for increased expertise in 
numerical analysis, numerical methods for differential equations, 
~ computation. The LJepartment, under the chairmanship of 
Professor c. Wilde and Professor G. Latta, has attempted in 
various ways to support tnis area. In terms of faculty nired tm 
fill tenure track positions, one can only list Professor 
Raul l-Jende;;; as a specialist in this area. 

7. The Department nee<is "new blood". Compared to the 1972-1978 
period wnen we did not hire, tnere has been considerable progress 
in tnis area, especially if we count adJunct professors, as well 
as tne addition of tour tacult} memoers to tenure track 
positions. Tne number of faculty in the Department has remained 
relatively stdcle at about twenty members, as indicated in the 
Table appended to this report. 

In tl1c se11se tt1at 11 new blood 11 indicates a n~ed for a 
stimulating environment, tnen one of the most successful efforts 
during the years 1979-1904 has been the estaclish111e11t of the ONR 
cnair in Mathematics. There have been two occupants of the ONR 
Chair durin-,; this period and numerous visitinc, and auJUnct 
professors. The adjunct/visiting professor program perhaps has 
not oeen as effective as one should expect. There have ueen 
solid contributions by individuals, but we might look for 
iru~rovernent in this area. Tt1is leaas to two r0co1an1endations-
tha t we increase our effort to fill the ONR <.:hair and that we 
look for ways to make the adjunct/visitins professor program more 
effective. 

A 
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Nl.MJ(R CT COO& '.I:Cl lctlS CT FIVE rn KP£ sn.u:ms JIN[) F(lJR rn LESS Sl\IENTS 
JIN[) AVEIWI flMJ[R CT snu:ms BY OCPARM.ITTS Frn 

FALL 1983, (QI , AY84) TIRU SUffR 84 (()4, AY84) 

9.JlTUTALS KDI 
!U'ARlHJffi TUTAL AV W W/0 AV W CXM' SCI filnl A.S. O/ll SIL l'ff PH E.E. lfJEO rec OCElfl DG 
------ - ----- ------- ------
Fllll BJ - 01, AY84 
tWrSeSecHon~5 Stimits 

IUlfu Of !:ii tions 319 11 :m 25 D 51 43 D 27 43 10 18 11 20 
Students in Sections 6,291 4~ 5,797 724 658 1,134 757 437 378 9Jl 155 236 • 118 299 
Average per Section 19.72 44.91 18.82 28.% 21.93 22.24 17 .ro 14.57 14.00 20.95 15.50 13.ll 10.73 14.95 

!:rurSe Sect! on ~ 4 Students 
NUitler of SP<:tions !Ii 0 !Ii 11 5 9 12 23 7 5 2 6 3 3 
Students In Sections 144 0 144 15 10 13 19 34 12 9 s 11 6 10 
Average per Section !.67 - 1.67 1.36 2.00 1.44 1.58 1.48 1.71 1.00 2.50 1.83 2.00 3.lJ 

WOOD! 84 - ij>, A'rll4 
crurse set~m~5 5~ts 

IUlfu of sections 321 12 lJ9 24 26 44 46 31 21 47 10 21 13 25 
Students In Sections 5,974 SD 5,444 667 448 9'll 841 377 277 9\2 147 299 154 3SZ 
Average per Sec tf on 18.61 44.17 17 .62 27.79 17.23 21.59 18.28 12.16 13.19 20.04 14.70 13.76 11.l!i 14.08 

Crurse Sectfm<S'.4 Stl.ldeots 
~Of SRtions 85 0 ffi 4 5 14 3 27 5 3 8 11 1 4 
Stu<Bits In Sections 149 0 149 4 II 26 4 50 9 7 14 15 2 7 
Av!"rage per Section 1.75 - 1.75 1.00 2.20 1.00 1.33 1.85 1.00 2.lJ 1.75 1.36 z.oo 1.75 

9'11ltli 84 - QJ, AY!l4 
Uiirse SRt1m~ "S"Tu.rnts 

ILitil'r of Si'Ctlons 287 6 281 20 21 43 37 31 25 43 14 18 11 18 •• 
Stinms In Sections 5,525 2ffi 5,237 512 418 9D 726 411 371 1,<00 187 264 123 263 ;~ 
Pr<erage per Section 19.25 48.00 18.64 25.ro 19.9J 21.63 19.68 13.26 14.84 23.95 13.36 14.67 11.18 14.61 .. ; 
C~ Sectfm ~4 Stl.ldeots Qc( 

llUitii'i' of sections 83 0 83 21 5 10 9 14 8 3 4 5 3 1 gt 
StudentS In Sections 126 0 126 31 12 16 12 19 18 3 4 7 3 1 ·fl~ 
Average per Sectlm 1.52 - 1.52 1.48 2.40 l .ro 1.33 1.36 2.25 1.00 1.00 1.40 1.00 1.00 ·~ 

0 

!ltff:R &1 - ()4, AY84 ~ 
~rurse Sectlm~ S Students .. 

NUfu of SR ti ons ?'rl_ 12 Z1IJ . 23 18 50 40 28 20 38 10 16 14 23 (;ls 
Stlldents In Sections 5,933 616 5,317 656 449 I ,OJJ (i8'J 4()1 313 879 119 281 173 324 :; .. 
Avf"rage per Section 20.32 51.33 18. 'l9 28.52 24.~ 20.ro 17.23 14.43 15.65 23.13 11.'X> 17.$ 12.36 14.CPJ ~ 

Crurse Sectlm ~4 Students ;t" 
lliitJi'i' of secu ons 93 0 93 17 5 9 4 22 5 6 4 7 8 6 !J 

Students In Sections 159 0 159 23 9 11 11 44 10 9 7 12 17 6 :i"' 
Avf"ragt per Section 1.71 - 1.71 1.35 1.!ll 1.22 2.75 2.00 2.00 1.50 1.75 1.71 2.13 1.00 .... ~ 

'"'"' .. · ~. 
·.c~ 
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. ··~ .... 
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 

A. OVERVIEW 

The current status of the Mathematics Department is best 

considered in three separate areas - teaching activity, research 

activity, and a profile of the current faculty. An overview of 

these three areas is presented in this section. The following 

sections review this status in more detail. 

Current teaching activities result from factors almost 

totally outside the department's (and in many cases the school's) 

control. As the only academic department without a Navy-sponsored 

master's degree program, Mathematics experiences a workload con

sisting almost exclusively of service courses supporting other 

departments' programs. The number (and sometimes the content) of 

these courses is specified by the other departments, often as the 

result of curriculum reviews to which Mathematics department 

representatives are not as a rule invited. In addition, the lack 

of thesis students causes the average faculty member to teach 

significantly more (and at lower academic levels) than the norm 

for the remainder of the campus. The net result is that the 

primary focus of department resources (and probably of department 

interest) is the teaching of undergraduate mathematics. Without 

question, the department excells in this teaching, as evidenced 

by its three Schieffelin Award winners (more than any other 

department), however this focus is not necessarily in the depart

ment's best long term interest. Several new teaching initiatives 

are currently being undertaken in the department, but their long

term effect is unclear at this time. 

While several individual faculty are active in research, the 

department lacks a strong, focused research program. Probably 

less than half the permanent faculty is involved in supported 

scholarly research. This is partly due to the lack of depart

mental thesis students and the absence of opportunities to teach 

1 
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at the graduate level in one's scholarly specialty (both a result 

of having essentially no departmental master's program), and 

partly due to the particular personalities involved. In any 

event, the low level of departmental research involvement has had 

several negative consequences. 

The department's permanent faculty are fairly senior, at 

least in age if not correspondingly in academic rank, and recent 

departmental hiring has been at the more senior levels. There is 

some reason for concern about the prospects for future promotion 

and salary advancement of department members, and some disagree

ment about the most appropriate level for current recruiting. The 

number of current permanent billets would support only abouth 

fifty percent of the teaching load except for the low level of 

departmental research. The extensive use of adjuncts, rehired 

annuitants, intersessional callbacks and faculty from other 

departments to meet teaching load shortfalls poses significant 

potential drawbacks for both the department and the individuals 

involved. 

2 
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B. DEPARTMENTAL TEACHING ACTIVITY 

1. Functions. In supporting the Postgraduate School's basic 

mission, a major portion of the Mathematics Department's efforts 

involve teaching. This teaching function, however, further sub

divides into three distinct areas. These areas, not necessarily 

in order of percentage of departmental effort, are teaching of: 

(a) Specialized mathematics courses for doctoral candi

dates with minors in mathematics and for selected advanced 

masters' degree candidates (primarily from other curricula). 

By and large, these courses are all at the 4000 level. While 

the number of them is small, they are extremely important in 

providing an opportunity for faculty to teach at a level that 

stimulates and reinforces scholarly research. 

(b) Advanced service courses which are part of the 

standard program in several curricula. These courses are at 

the 3000 level, and are limited to the areas of partial 

differential equations/Fourier methods, numerical analysis, 

and discrete mathematics. While some material from these 

courses may be relevant to student thesis research, the 

opportunity to use or reinforce current research efforts is 

minimal. 

(c) Basic and/or remedial courses, taught either on 

campus or under the Continuing Education program, to students 

from virtually all curricula. These courses are undergraduate 

in nature, at the 2000 level and below, and provide little or 

no scholarly stimulation. 

2. Course Profile and Teaching Effort. The breakdown of 

total department effort during academic years 1983 and 1984 is 

shown at Figure 1. As indicated by this figure, approximately 83% 

of the total departmental effort was supported by O&MN funding, 

and hence can be considered directed toward the various teaching 

functions described above. Figure 2 displays, for academic year 

1984, a histogram by course level of classes taught. (For this 

purpose, any class of three or more students was assumed to have 

3 
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been taught, although classes of less than five students do not 

normally receive "credit" in the faculty budget.) As this figure 

indicates, approximately 73% of the departmental teaching effort 

was directed at the basic/remedial level. (By contrast, the 

shaded portion of Figure 2 indicates that only approximately 25% 

of the teaching efforts of the other academic departments at NPS 

are at this level.) Combining the information from these first 

two figures, shows that approximately 61% of the departments 

total effort is directed at teaching basic/ remedial mathematics. 

The department's course level structure impacts the average 

level at which the department faculty teach compared to the 

faculty in the other NPS departments. Table I compares, based on 

data for academic year 1984, the average course level taught by 

Mathematics Department faculty with average course level taught 

by the remainder of NPS faculty. (Not shown is the fact that, of 

* 

Course Level 

0.00-0.49 

0.50-0.99 

1.00-1.49 

1.50-1.99 

2.00-2.49 

2.50-2.99 

3.00-3.49 

3.50-4.013 

Table I 

Number of Faculty With Average 

Course Taught at This Level 

Mathematics 

3 

2 

4 

6 

6 

3 

l 

0 

Other Academic 

Departments 

0 

l 

3 

2 

37 

32 

114 

105* 

Includes 44 who taught only 4000 level courses. 
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fourteen permanent faculty members in Mathematics, only four 

taught at least one course at the 4000 level during academic year 

1984. In contrast, one hundred ninety out of two hundred ninety

four faculty in the other academic departments taught at least 

one 4000 level course during this time.) Clearly, Mathematics 

faculty have very limited opportunities to teach at levels that 

stimulate and reinforce scholarly research. 

In terms of total teaching workload, during academic year 

1984, the department scheduled a total of 136 mathematics courses 

(including multiple sections). These courses represented a poten

tial effort of 576 contact hours (including problem sessions). 

While some were sufficiently small that they were given as read

ing courses, others were large enough to warrant splitting into 

multiple sections under current school policies. Using the guide-

1 ines that any class with five or more students is eligible for 

"credit" in the faculty budget, and that the maximum class size 

should be thirty students, these courses represent a "creditable" 

teaching effort of 571 contact hours. (This latter figure is 

equivalent to almost fifty-two faculty man-quarters, and, if the 

department faculty were involved in research at the levels found 

in other NPS departments, would justify a department of twenty

seven faculty.) 

If courses taught by faculty borrowed from other academic 

departments were eliminated a "creditable" departmental teaching 

effort of 554 contact hours would remain. Considering the depart

ment's academic year 1984 O&MN faculty budget of 17.15 man years, 

this equates to ar. average workload of 32.3 "creditable" contact 

hours per O&MN funded man year. By contrast, the remaining aca

demic departments at NPS taught a total 5181 "creditable" contact 

hours with a total faculty budget of 218.6 equivalent O&MN mar. 

years. (In determining equivalent O&MN man years, academic 

associate man years were not included, and each military faculty 

man year was considered equivalent to 4/3 of an O&MN faculty man 

\

year.) Based on this, the average classroom teaching workload in 

the remaining academic departments was 23.7 contact hours per 

O&MN man year, or only about 75% of the Mathematics department 
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workload. The difference is explainable in terms of thesis stu

dent credit granted to other departments - credit which the 

Mathematics department is essentially precluded from obtaining 

due to our unique status. 

3. Advanced Courses. As noted above, Mathematics is the only 

academic department without a Navy-sponsored master's degree 

program. In addition, current indications are that the NFS admin

istration will not initiate any efforts to reintroduce such a 

program. While four students from other services are currently 

pursuing an MS in Mathematics, and one Navy student is in a dual 

MS degree program including mathematics, these numbers are not 

sufficient to justify, under current school policies, the offer

ing of any significant number of advanced mathematics courses 

specifically to support these students. However, approximately 

ten to fifteen current Ph. D. candidates are minoring in mathe

matics, and these students have provided sufficient numbers to 

justify offering at least four 4000 level courses (MA 4611, MA 

4622-23, and MA 4672) on a relatively frequent basis, partly 

because the presence of a department member on each student's 

doctoral committee provides a direct mechanism to influence the 

mathematics content of their programs. 

Beyond the courses necessary to support the above mentioned 

students, the number of advanced mathematics courses the depart

ment can realistically offer is determined by factors totally 

external to the department. The number, and general content of 

mathematics courses that support any given curriculum are deter

mined by the curricular review process, and, as noted above, 

department representatives are seldom invited to these reviews. 

With the recent pressures to reduce the average program length, 

this process has resulted in students in virtually every curric

ulum taking fewer advanced mathematics courses in 1985 than 

students in the same curriculum took in 1970. (Although the 

number of basic/remedial mathematics courses has not always 

decreased by the same proportion.) Somewhat disturbing to the 

7 
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department is that, in several instances, the same advanced 

mathematics that was deleted from curricula by deleting mathema

tics courses has reappeared in courses within the major depart

ment. In some cases, even the same textbook that was used in the 

mathematics course is carried over into the major department 

course. 

Teaching at the graduate (4000) level in one's scholarly 

specialty would seem to be a necessary element in continuing 

scholarly vitality. Nevertheless, as noted above, because of the 

lack of a really viable mathematics master's program, and because 

of the downgrading in mathematics courses taken by students in 

other curricula, only four members out of a permanent faculty of 

fourteen taught (classes of three or more students) at this level 

during all academic year 1984. 

4. New Teaching Initiatives. Within the past two years, the 

department has initiated two new courses, in microprocessors and 

mathematical modeling, that are attracting sufficient students to 

be considered currently viable. The introduction of these courses 

demonstrates a department vitality and willingness to expand, 

although, on the negative side, each course has been taught by 

only a single faculty member, and interest among other faculty in 

the department in teaching those courses seems limited. Further

more, both courses are at the 3000 level, require no 3000 level 

prerequisites, and have not yet generated 4000 level follow-on 

courses. In this sense, they do not contribute significantly to 

solving the average course level problems discussed above. 

Lastly, department growth in the area of microprocessors is 

currently questionable, due to the small percentage of faculty 

with access to microcomputers in their offices. 

A second initiative currently underway is the Technical 

Transition Program (TTP). This effort, in its current form, 

consists entirely of 1000 level mathematics, and therefore con

tributes to the lOW average course level problem. In addition, 

TTP courses, like earlier PSI efforts, potentially divert 
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faculty attention into efforts that do not necessarily contribute 

significantly to future promotion and career advancement at NPS. 

9 
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C. RESEARCH ACTIVITY 

1. Measures of Involvement. A complete picture of the 

department's research involvement cannot depend on a single indi

cator. There are probably a minimum of four components that must 

be considered. Total research funded mandays is one component. 

However, the amount of effort devoted to thesis advising, the 

amount of outside sponsorship (as opposed to NPS Foundation 

sponsorship) and the output of scholarly papers are also impor

tant components. 

Thesis advising can be an important element of faculty 

research. Many faculty at NPS essentially refuse to accept thesis 

students who will not work in the faculty member's area of spon

sored research. Thus, these students provide a double benefit in 

that they not only serve as a vehicle to keep the faculty \Tiember 

current in his scholarly area, but also often their theses, with 

minor revision, form the basis for technical reports or journal 

articles coauthored by the faculty member. 

Support by sponsors other than the Foundation is important 

because the Foundation emphasizes projects which may be in very 

early stages and hence of unknown actual value. Therefore, out

side sponsorship indicates a more proven quality, both of the 

project and the investigator, and the ability of a faculty member 

to attract continual outside funding reflects, to some degree, 

that faculty member's stature in the outside professional com

munity. More importantly, the Foundation discourages reliance on 

long-term Foundation support. In some instances, faculty who have 

been performing publishable quality research have nevertheless 

been turned down after continual years of solely Foundation 

support and then either ceased or severly curtailed their 

involvement in research. Therefore, faculty whose sole support is 

from the Foundation present questionable long-term research 

prospects. 

The output of scholarly publications is an important indica

tor because a faculty member may be active in scholarly research 

without funding support, although considering the current depart-

Hl 
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ment teaching loads and absence of thesis students, this possi

bility is more remote than might be the case at a civilian insti

tution. Also, equally important, scholarly publication is a key 

measure by which other schools rate the quality of our 

department. 

2. Levels of Supported Effort. As noted above, only approx

imately 17% of total departmental funded man-days were supported 

by research funds. Figure 3 compares a related measure, the 

percentage of the academic year 1985 departmental faculty budget 

designated for research-related activities with the same percen

tage for the other academic departments at NPS. (The percentage 

shown for reimbursable research is lower than the 17% mentioned 

above, since the latter includes intersessional funding, while 

the faculty budget addresses only the academic year.) As this 

figure indicates, the department's r~imbursable research effort 

is only slightly more than half the average for the remainder of 

the school. When thesis-related efforts (over which the depart

ment has essentially no control) are added, there is a major gap 

between the percentage of time spent by members of the department 

on research-related tasks and the equivalent percentages for the 

rest of the school. As noted above, thesis credit reduces the 

average classroom teaching ioad in the other academic departments 

from the Mathematics department's average of 32.3 hours per man 

year to 23.7 hours, or, essentially, from three courses per 

quarter to only two. (Inasmuch as thesis students commonly con

tribute significantly to faculty research projects, a strong 

argument could be made that thesis credit provides, in fact, a 

major O&MN funded subsidization of research in the other academic 

departments, and that the Mathematics department, because it 

lacks a degree program, pays the double penalty of losing not 

only "free" labor, but also this "subsidy.") 

In terms of involvement in sponsored research, of the four

teen permanent faculty, only three appear to have established a 

consistent record of participation in research sponsored by 

agencies outside NPS. One other appears to be developing such 

11 
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support. At this time, only these four have research funding for 

academic year 1985. Three more have intermittent recent support, 

including that from the NPS Foundation. (A concern is that these 

three faculty have, if anything, recently decreased in overall 

supported research activity.) Seven of the permanent faculty have 

no recent supported research activity. 

Only two of the department's faculty are joint investigators 

on a project. The others who are active are either working alone, 

or in collaboration with faculty from other departments or 

schools. Without question, department members interact more with 

researchers outside the department than with each other. In 

total, all of the measures that might apply to the department's 

research offer little to suggest an overall department research 

program or focus. This creates an especially difficult situation 

for new young faculty joining the department, since they must 

then develop their own personal research program in almost total 

isolation, and without. senior faculty support. 

3. Scholarly Publication. The department pattern ir. pub

lication is similar to that in supported research. Only four 

faculty have published significantly in refereed research Jour

nals since 1981. Three others have published occasionally in 

either research journals or in books directed toward research 

scholars. In addition, three other faculty are quite active in 

publishing in the undergraduate mathematics education journals, 

or in writing undergraduate textbooks. However, this latter 

activity, while bringing some name recognition to the department 

and school, is not viewed as equivalent to or a substitute for 

scholarly research, and again contributes to the image of a 

department not significantly involved in research. 

4. Other Factors. Two other factors have some bearing on the 

Department's research efforts. The first of these, which is a 

direct consequence of the lack of an advanced degree program, is 

that there are essentially no Mathematics graduates in the fleet 

or in systems commands who, as interesting or challenging re-
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search problems arise, contact the department or their previous 

thesis advisor to pass along that information. Such situations 

routinely happen with other academic departments and groups. The 

net result is that the department is effectively cut off not only 

from many potential sources of funding, but also from valuable 

input on what areas of mathematics are most relevant to Navy 

problems. 

A second factor with negative impact is the low level of 

funding for mathematics research nationwide, as cited in the 

just-released David (National Research Council Ad Hoc Committee 

on Resources for the Mathematical Sciences) Report. This has been 

especially true in DOD, where the Mansfield ammendment severly 

constrained basic research funding, and in the Navy, which has 

abolished separate mathematics divisions or groups at several 

Navy Laboratories. Although both the military research offices 

and NSF have announced increases in support to mathematics, most 

of that increase is targeted for high dollar grants to support 

relatively few "centers of excellence." Without even a viable 

masters' program, the chances for the NPS Mathematics Department 

to participate significantly in this increased funding seems 

minimal. 

5. Effects of Current Research Level. The current low level 

of department research, and especially of outside sponsorship, 

has several negative effects on the department. Most immediate, 

if not most important, is the loss of funding levels above the 

department OPTARs. Although department OPTARs have increased in 

recent years, the lack of significant ten percent and sponsor 

funds has curtailed department growth. For example, although 

microcomputers are becoming prevalent in almost all current 

undergraduate and graduate mathematics education, only two of the 

permanent faculty have school-furnished microcomputers of any 

type in their offices. (In addition, one permanent and one ad

junct's personally owned microcomputers are in their offices.) By 

contrast, other departments (using research derived funds) seem 

to be able to place microcomputers in virtually every faculty 

14 
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member's office. The effects of this will become even more pro

nounced as NPS moves to more and student use of microcomputers. 

The current low level of departmental scholarly research 

affects the light in which the department is viewed by others on 

campus. Research is considered to be an important part of the 

faculty involvement at NPS and a department which is not viewed 

as the professional equivalent of its peers in this area can 

expect to have significant difficulties, including in obtaining 

promotion and tenure for its faculty, and in the degree to which 

its input on course and curriculum content is sought and/or 

heeded. Perhaps not coincidently, these latter areas have been 

continual problems for the department. 

15 
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D. DEPARTMENT FACULTY PROFILE 

1. Age and Rank. The department currently consists of 

fourteen permanent (tenure track) faculty, four adjuncts and 

three intermittently rehired annuitants, plus faculty occasion

ally borrowed from other NPS departments. (In addition, offers 

are being made to fill three vacant tenure track billets.) All 

but three of the permanent faculty are tenured, and two of these 

will be considered for tenure this year. Three of the adjuncts 

can be considered as long term, however there is no certainty 

that they will be offered tenure track billets should more be 

available. 

The current permanent faculty is noticably senior, in age if 

not in rank. Only one is below the rank of associate professor, 

and all of the associate professors are at the age where many, if 

not most, of their contemporaries have already been promoted to 

full professor. A graphical breakdown of the age and rank struc

ture of the permanent faculty is shown in Figure 4. Especially 

critical to shaping the long term evolution of the department is 

that fifty percent of the permanent faculty is in the age range 

of 45-55 and has about 15-20 years service at NPS. Under current 

rules, these faculty have the option of retiring in, on the 

average, as little as about 7 years, or of refusing to retire for 

on the average of almost twenty years. 

Although to protect individual privacy, detailed data to 

substantiate the following cannot be shown in this report, an 

analysis of the current pay step structure of the department 

shows that the current permanent faculty, for whatever reasons, 

lag significantly behind their contemporaries in the other acade

mic departments at NPS. Specifically, using the NPS permanent 

faculty salary diagram shown at Figure 5, each permanent depart

ment faculty member's current step was compared to the median 

step of all faculty within two years on either side (in terms of 

years since baccalaureate). The results showed that only four of 

the fourteen permanent faculty were above the median of their 
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contemporaries, and over the entire department there was a net 

deficiency of thirty-six steps. 

A final key element, since six of the seven current asso

ciate professors received their baccaluareates at least twenty 

years ago, is recent department history in the promotion process. 

The experience here has not been particulary positive, for since 

1975, only one department member has been promoted on their first 

consideration. In 1984, two department members with times in 

grade as associate professors of 11 and 14 years were both not 

promoted, although NPS advertises an average time in grade of 

10.5 years for promotion of an associate professor to full pro

fessor. The effects on departmental morale of these last two 
areas discussed should not be ignored. 

2. Departmental Areas of Expertise. The department do.es 

have several areas of scholarly expertise, although, in line with 

the comments above about the lack of a departmental research 

focus, the number of faculty with expertise in any one area is 

generally small. (For this purposes of this discussion, expertise 
in a given area is determined primarily based on a record of some 
scholarly publication in that area.) The appropriate areas, and 

the faculty who are considered to have current expertise in that 

area, are shown in Table II. 

3. Temporary Faculty. In recent years the department has 

lacked sufficient permanent billets to meet teaching and 

research workloads. (Most departments at NPS face the same 

situation.) To fill the shortfall, the department has utilized 
temporary faculty from several different sources, primarily: 

(l) Visiting Adjuncts (a single one year term) 
(2) Long-Term Adjuncts (repeated one year terms) 

(3) Rehired Annuitants 

(4) Faculty borrowed from other NPS departments 

While necessary as an interim measure, this approach has 

several drawbacks, both for the department and, in the case of 

long-term adjuncts, for the individuals involved. On the other 
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E. SUMMARY 

The Mathematics Department today faces several challenges, 

almost all of which in fact derive from a single source - the 

lack of a viable advanced degree program in Mathematics. These 

challenges include heavier than average contact hour teaching 

loads, a basic undergraduate teaching focus, a relative paucity 

of professionally stimulating courses, the lack of "free" 

research assistants (in the form of thesis students), an 

unfocused or nonexistent departmental research program, and 

limited funding for departmental needs due to limited research 

funding. 

These challenges must be surmounted, since continuation of 

the status quo poses severe potential problems for the long-term 

professional vitality of the department and for the career devel

opment of the individual department faculty. At first, these 

might be viewed as local problems for the department to address, 

and without question, the department must take a major role here. 

There are, however, two strong reasons why this should not be 

viewed as totally a local problem. First, the fundamental prob

lem, lack of an advanced degree program, is neither of the 

department's making nor within the department's power to correct. 

(In fact, the basic situation is really addressable only outside 

NPS.) Secondly, in the long term, a strong, viable Mathematics 

Department which is the professional equal of the other academic 

departments at NPS is in the best interests of NPS. This is not 

only because no organization, including NPS, can be stronger than 

its weakest link (or department), but also because mathematics 

couses form the "critical path" of virtually every student's 

curriculum, and weaknesses in this critical path department can

not help but eventually translate into curricular problems 

effecting the entire school. 
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FUTURE PLANNING FOR THE HATHEHATICS DEPARTHENT 

INTRODUCTION 

The role of the Mathematics Department is that of a service 
department, teaching courses in support of other curricula, and thus 
the fortunes of the Department are largely beyond the control of the 
Department itself. Most of the major problems faced by the Department 
arise from one single fact: There is no Navy/DOD sponsored advanced 
degree program in Mathematics. Despite the fact that this has far 
reaching consequences, it is beyond the power of the Department to 
change without significant help from the administration. Some of the 
effecis of the lack of a program which adversely affect the Department 
of Mathematics are the following: 

Cl> Excessive teaching load relative to the rest of the school 
(2) Lack of professionally stimulating courses to teach on a 

regular basis 
<3> Lack of thesis student assistance for research 
C4l Lack of areas on which to focus departmental research 
(5) Lack of an "advocate" at either the curricular officer or 

external flag level 
(6) Limited incentive for research involvement, and consequently, 

limited funding for research within the Department. 

Certain of the symptoms can be treated, with limited success to be 
expected, from within the Department of Mathematics. The· following 
sections will discuss and make recommendations for actions to be taken 
and policies to be followed by the Department. Satisfactory solution 
of many problems will require the whole-hearted intervention of the 
administc·ation. 
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TEACHING 

Teaching courses in support of other curricula is the principal reason 
for the existence of the Department of Mathematics, and without the 
strong intervention of the administration, this is very unlikely to 
change in the near future. In order to remain competent in teaching, 
it is necessary for a number of steps to be taken to maintain and 
enhance the effectiveness of the faculty. Since our students require 
training in the applications of Mathematics it is necessary that most, 
if not all, of the facult be familiar with curren ications in 
)heir field. For some o e acu y is can be done throug 
research supported by <generally) U. S. Government laboratories and 
other facilities. For others, either because of lack of interest in 
doing research, or because their research is rather specialized and 
likely to be relevant to the work of only a few students, this 
familiarity with current applications can only be achieved by having 
sufficient time to peruse the current literature. With our heavy 
teaching loads, both in terms of hours taught and <particularly! large 
numbers of students in many classes, along with other duties, this 
renewal process often gets lost in the shuffle. One possible solution 
is a red 11 chpp in the full load hours to something closer to the 
school average. Another is the specific granting of released time ta 
study and develop applications. However, neither idea addresses the 
second problem of Cgenerallyl larger number of students in Mathematics 
classes compared to other departments <where the courses often do not 
cut across curriculum lines). 

While a few new courses have appeared on the Mathematics Department 
list in recent years, they have generally been at the request (or 
insistence) of ~arious curricula. We do feel it is important Cmaybe 
even required) for the Department to respond to such requests. 
However, we may need to hold out for some degree of "reasonableness" 
in terms of what topics, the level, and depth of coverage in a new or 
revised course. While innovative courses may attract some new 
students, the potential for gaining enough students for regular 
presentation of the course by more that one or two faculty members 
seems rather low. Efforts in this direction with cooperation from 
other curricula are more likely to be successful, but with the present 
class load carried by students it is difficult to get even a suggested 
elective into most curricula. 

The content of our courses is usually dictated by the particular 
curriculum being served. However, the syllabus, textbook, and related 
items are under the nominal control of the course coordinator. 
Nonetheless, the Mathematics Department is responsible for all of 
these aspects, and the entire Department should have some input intc 
the decision process for each course. This is particularly important 
for our courses under 3000 level, which are taught at one time or 
another by nearly all faculty members. Related to this is the problem 
of current condition of course guidance in terms of syllabus and 
course objectives for each course. Some of these have not been 
updated recently. Consideration should also be given to the question 
of whether or not certain courses are still relevant. For example, MA 
3243 <Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations! has not 
been formally given for several years. If it is not to be 
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reinstituted as a regularly given course, it could be given under MA 
3730 <Theory of Numerical Computation> or MA 4237 <Topics in Numerical 
Analysis>, as required. MA 3730 has likewise not been given for many 
years, but this course may be useful at some point, and is better left 
in the catalog. A different situation is represented by MA 1110 
(Introduction to the TI-59 Programmable Calculator>. While the course 
still attracts a sizable number of students, the TI-59 is obsolescent 
and the course might be better given only as refresher. This could 
open up the possibility of another Mathematics elective to be taken 
later on. 

Over the period of the last few years, course journals have become 
neglected. These journals can provide a valuable resource for new 
faculty, as well as record the history of the course if questions 
should arise later on regarding the course. One reason th.at coL1rse 
journals have been neglected is that there is no orientation for new 
faculty members. NPS is different from most civilian institutions in 
some ways, especially the maturity of our students and their 
expectations. The new faculty member generally gets his introduction 
to these in his first course offering, sometimes with less th.an 
satisfactory results. 

Another problem, one which is not necessarily unique to the 
Mathematics Department, is that of f.aculty serving on a fair number of 
Doctoral committees, as well as being the second reader on some 
Master's theses. Usually there is a reason for a member of the 
Mathematics Department to be on a Doctoral committee, and frequently 
this entails considerable time to famili.arize oneself with the 
particul.ar problem being addressed so th.at some guidance can be given 
to the student. In addition, the Department is receiving quite a 
number of Mathem.atics minor students for Doctoral degrees, which 
requires additional faculty <uncompensated) effort. 

While an increase in the number of advanced students is healthy, it is 
still the case that there are many mathematics courses taught that are 
essentially reading courses with 1 to 3 students. Also persisting is 
the problem of having special requests to give reading courses because 
of time constraints for Doctoral and Engineer's degree students. 
Occasional consultation with other faculty on various mathematical 
problems does sometimes occur, usually with the understanding that the 
Department is a "service department". 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Make known to the administration in the strongest possible way the 
fact that lack of a formal curriculum in Mathematics is a great 
handicap, one that cannot be overcome by steps which do not take this 
int.o .account. 

2. Seek administration approval for full teaching credit for several 
3000-4000 level courses for a trial period of two or more years. 
These should include the current courses regularly required of Ph.D. 
minors, as well as a reconstituted version of MA 3243 <Numerical 
Solution of Partial Differential Equations ) , and some new coL1rses 
such as Numerical Linear Algebra, and Advanced Ordinary Differential 
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Equations. In addition, encourage development of "interesting" 
courses for electives as well as for Ph.D. minors, generally in 
cooperation with one of more curricula. These need not be "new" 
courses, but could be taught under the 4000 level Topics numbers. If 
such courses can be made viable, at least from time to time (under the 
current requirement of at least five students>, they would alleviate 
somewhat the current system of offering one-on-one courses that seem 
to be necessary for most students to complete their program. 

3. The oLttcome of previous recommendation is very dependent on the 
number of students taking higher level mathematics courses. This can 
be enhanced by several means. Mathematics majors should be directed 
into as many of these courses as possible, as early as possible. 
Priority for teaching the courses should be given to our top faculty 
members. An agressive campaign should be undertaken to increase the 
number of Ph.D. and Engineer's degree candidates taking advanced 
mathematics courses. This effort should include attempts to identify 
possible candidates and their areas as early as possible, and direct 
contact with them to inform them of mathematics electives relevant to 
their specialty. 

5. Seek administration support for a lower total course loading in 
terms of hours in the classroom and the number of students per class 
to that somewhat more in line with the overall school level. This 
recommendation 1s particularly important for those faculty engaged in 
research and those actively upgrading course content. For the faculty 
actively pursuing research programs, this reduction could be in lieu 
of graduate students to do some details of research. These changes 
should be an aid in our recruiting effort. 

5. Institute a formal process for evaluating courses below the 3000 
level for content, suitability of syllabus and text, and any other 
pertinent items. It is recommended that the evaluation be held once 
yearly and involve all Mathematics faculty who have taught the course 
within the past year, and any other interested faculty members. The 
meeting would be called and moderated by the course coordinator. In 
addition, it is suggested that any course below 3000 level should have 
a syllabus available to the students and a textbook or (rarely> typed 
notes (again, available to the students>. 

6. It should be ~nderstood that preparation of the course journal, 
cor1taining the items specified on the cover page~ and its submission 
to the course coordinator is considered part of the duties of 
teaching. Course journal files have not been maintained recently, and 
it is recommended that some effort be put into getting them in order. 

7. An orientation for new faculty members should be devised, to be 
undergone before the beginning of their first quarter here. Pertinent 
items to be covered include the general makeup and expectations of our 
students, general policies on exams (e.g., no exams in the 11th week, 
no early finals), course Journals, textbooks, syllabi, and others as 
determined by the Department. 

B. A formal method of compensation for the time spent on Doctoral 
committees when the dLtty reqLtires considerable effort in "advising" 
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the student should be sought. In addition, the idea that the 
Mathematics Department be considered sort of an available service, 
perhaps like the library or computer center, with some allowance made 
for duties that are often rendered but net accounted for, should be 
investigated. This could take the form cf research support for a few 
days from the inquiring faculty member's contract. There need net be 
any new mechanism here, just a realization en all sides that it is 
possible and equitable. 
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RESEARCH 

The research effort of the Mathematics Department as a whole is rather 
small, although it embraces a surprising number of different areas. 
It is of high quality and can be the basis for an expansion, but this 
will require movement on a number of related items. 

The lack of graduate students in Mathematics is a serious problem. 
Aside from the stimulation that students supply, their research often 
yields the basic background for joint publications or further 
publishable work by the faculty member. Thus, in addition to being a 
source of released time from teaching, the thesis student serves to 
further the faculty member's research effort in direct ways. To a 
small extent this could be alleviated by having greater access to 
Postdoctoral personnel and encouraging colleagues to spend their 
sabbatical and other leaves at NPS, studying with permanent faculty 
members. 

The Research Chair in Mathematics was to serve some of the purposes 
outlined above, but it has not completely lived up to its promise. It 
now appears that the formal Research Chair is no longer available, 
although may be possible to have a person come in a somewhat similar 
position on an ad hoc basis. 

Mathematics suffers from being considered basic research, where funds 
ara more limited than they are for research which has easily 
identifiable, if not immediate, application. The research program in 
the Mathematics Department is impacted by this in several ways. 
First, the amount of research that is done is smaller than it might be 
because of the desire by some department members to do research in 
basic areas for which funding is not obtainable. Second, while other 
faculty do have support, it may not support the project that the 
investigator wishes. While this may cause some misgivings on the 
individual~s part, the research itself may be very worthwhile, 
techically good enough to be publishable, and be supportive of the 
Navy's or other government agency's mission. However, this support is 
often in the role of the application of known mathematics to other 
disciplines, and while such projects should not be disparaged, they do 
not constitute basic mathematical research. This problem is not 
unique to our department, since it is faced by almost all mathematics 
df?part.ments. 

It should be mentioned that the above situation is in marked contrast 
to that in engineering and other applied departments. In some cases 
research support is readily available for the asking, with the 
e:{tensive time required for proposal writing not being necessary. 

It would seem that one potential source of funds for basic Mathematics 
research at NPS is the Foundation Research Program. Attractive as 
this may seem, continued support for research which fails to obtain 
funding elsewhere is not the purpose of the program (even if it can be 
documented that such research is extremely valuable, although this can 
be done fer a short term). Thus, it is unlikely that this option will 
become feasible as a part of the program. It is possible that some 
support of basic mathematics research could be obtained from the basic 
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research oriented Navy laboratories, such as the Naval Research 
Laboratory. However, it is unlikely that such laboratories have a 
surplus of funds they are willing to readily share with us. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. At the present time the Mathematics Department has no access to 
the NRC Postdoctoral Program since none of the faculty has been 
approved for the program. Appeals to the Administration to change 
this must be made, as it is not within the control of individual 
departments. 

2. Recruiting of colleagues to spend time off at NPS to conduct joint 
research with permanent faculty could be encouraged by several means. 
A lighter teaching load, more in line with other departments, would 
help. This load would still be higher than the load at other 
research-oriented Universities. A mechanism for allowing some 
released time for such visiting personnel could perhaps be devised. 
It is conceivable that 10% funds could be used for this purpose, 
although there are already other calls on these funds and they are not 
unlimited. 

3. Some alternative sources of research funding need to be 
developed. This is a difficult problem, and detailed suggestions of 
how tc proceed are not forthcoming here, although contact with Navy 
labs may be useful. Research administration could be helpful in 
locating sources or funds. 

4. Suitable candidates for a position similar to the research chair 
should be sought on a continuing basis. The emphasis should be on a 
cooperative effprt with one or more members of the department, rather 
than on filling the position with a "big name" mathematician. <That 
is not to say the two must be mutually exclusive, however.) After 
initial interest is shown, the potential sponsor <probably ONR, 
although others could be possible) should be contacted to determine if 
the matter should be pursued any further. 
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RECRUITING 

The recruiting effort in the Mathematics Department is currently 
undergoing test. Whether or not significant improvements toward the 
recruitment of tenure track personnel is needed will be known in a few 
months, after the outcome of our present effort to attract three 
candidates. The teaching load at NPS does not look attractive 
compared to that of most universities, and this may be detrimental to 
our efforts. In addition, the lack of graduate students has a 
negative impact with respect to recruiting candidates interested in an 
active research program. 

The present makeup of the department in terms of age and level has 
been addressed elsewhere. It is worth repeating here that the limited 
amount of recruiting done in the past 12 years or so has been, with 
one exception, at the intermediate and upper levels. Thus the 
department is concentrated at an upper age level and badly needs to 
balance this with young recruits to assure continuity as retirement 
age approaches for many, and to assure the influx of new ideas. 

The problem of recruiting for the adjunct positions is a present and 
pressing one. The necessarily imprecise forecasts of student load 
dictate that there be available some pool of talent to fill in when 
the course load is larger than anticipated. This pool has generally 
taken the form of callbacks, rehired annuitants, and borrowed 
faculty. The limited use of each of these is probably necessary. The 
extensive use of callbacks is not healthy from several points of 
view. First, the purpose of the intersessional is to give the faculty 
member some time out of the classroom, which is certainly necessary. 
Not only are faculty being denied the creative use of their 
intersessional for self-improvement, research !hopefully, sponsored, 
since that benefits the school and the department, as well as the 
individual!, or just a chance for a change, but this also decreases 
the use ta which these positions could be put, to bring in new blood, 
those who might interact with our permanent faculty in research as 
well as teaching. The use of callbacks is probably preferable to 
borrowing faculty, as our experience has often <not always) been that 
ether departments are generally not anxious to loan their better 
faculty. 

It is unfortunate that the use of adjuncts, and short term adjuncts in 
particular, have sometimes led to some problems in the classroom Con 
the other hand, other adjuncts have performed admirably well). The 
previous and potential problems here are given rise to by the fact 
that the Mathematics Department has no policy on adjuncts: no policy 
on hiring, no orientation with regard to the needs and expectations of 
our students, and no policy with regard to renewing the position for 
another year. Present offers seem to be made to anyone available, 
sometimes because someone in the department knows them, sometimes 
because they applied. While these may be good reasons for considering 
someone for an adjunct position, other factors must be considered. It 

s trLlE' that adjLmct positions will not (and shoLild not> turn into 
enure track positions. Put another way, the adjunct positions should 
ot become ,, 'proving ground" for tenure track hopefuls. The use of 
d jLmc:t posi ti ans as "1 ong term" i nevi tabl y must 1 ead to incorrect 
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hopes and expectations on the part of the incumbent. Thus there 
should be no "automatic" renewal of adjunct positions, nor any 
expectation on the part of the incumbent that it will be renewed, or 
that a tenure track offer will be made. That is not to say that these 
things can never happen. Either ~!i happen; it just should never 
be the expectation. 

he efforts of the Mathematics Department in recruiting are generally 
toward faculty with active reseearch interests. This generally 
results in the faculty member being available for two quarters of 
J} .. "+e"n"prh per year. Present faculty members approaching retirement age 
have taught three quarters per year. If the department is allowed to 
replace retirees on a one-for-one basis the present problem of being 
short on teaching faculty will be made worse. It is important to make 
this fact known to the administration and to request replacement for 
such retirees on a three-for-two basis. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Recruiting for tenure track positions should generally be made at 
the lower Associate or (preferably) Assistant level, to persons who 
will enhance our teaching and research efforts. Strong consideration 
should be given to forming ''areas of excellence'' in research by 
recruiting persons in areas where we already have expertise or where 
there is a special need, as perceived by the department. 

2. An adjunct policy needs to be formulated. Our policy should be to 
try to bring persons who will perform the primary job of teaching 
successfully and who will also help our research effort. This means 
that colleagues of permanent faculty who can meet the primary 
requirement of successful classroom performance and also interact in a 
research effort (funded, or not), should get prime consideration. 

3. Use of "local talent", and the use of callbacks should be limited 
to the smallest amount feasible. 

4. Request that the administration recognize that replacement of 
teaching faculty by teaching/research faculty be on the basis of 
three-for-two. 
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CHAIRMAN 

The cresent chairman has expressed a desire to step down at the end of . ~c1.t .. '(~~ 
his pFeee~t term, which is l July 1986. While this is 15 months in 
the future, it is not too soon to began to assess the opinions of the 
department faculty to determine what course is to be followed. In 
particular; lal Will it be possible to hire outside of the school and 
does the department want to do this? lb> Is there a suitable 
internal candidate? lc) Is there a suitable candidate from another 
department? Depending on the answer to lal, especially, action should 
be taken soon. 

RECOMMENDATION 

1. A department committee should be formed within the next few months 
to determine the general attitude of the department, and depending on 
the results of this study, the next phase of the process should be 
initiated at the appropriate time. 
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MICROCOMPUTER LABORATORY 

The department Microcomputer Laboratory serve& a useful purpose for 
both the faculty and students at. the Naval Postgraduate School. The 
present level of avalability of machines and software seem to be 
adequate for the moment, however since it has been mainly department 
funds which have furnished the laboratory, it is probably time to take 
stock of the situation. The first question to be resolved should be 
the purposes of the laboratory. What group is it primarily intended 
to serve? If it is students, is this an appropriate project for 
expenditure of department funds? If it is faculty, are they being 
adequately considered? 

RECOMMENDATION 

A committee should be formed to investigate the proper role of the 
Microcomputer Laboratory. After concurrence on what the laboratory 
should be, plans should be made to make sure adequate funds from the 
appropriate source are available to update and expand as necessary. 

1 (>/. FUNDS 

The expenditure of 10% funds within the department are presently 
without discernable guidelines or consultation. No disputes of note 
have arisen within the department, so apparently there have been no 
particular disagreements over them. However, these funds represent a 
potentially divisive issue. 

RECOMMENDATION 

In order to head off any unnecessary difficulties, the department as a 
whole should discuss the use of 10% funds and guidelines (perhaps a 
committee to oversee their use) be should be given. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

While there are numerous microcomputers nearby, very few of the 
Mathematics Department faculty have access to a microcomputer in their 
office, which is required to make full use of their capability. (This 
is not to say the converse holds; examples abound of equipment being 
readily available without any use being made of it.I The 
microcomputer industry is reaching some maturity, and it is time to 
consider acquisition of microcomputer/workstations for those faculty 
members which desire and have need for them. In some instances these 
could be acquired using research funds, although not all research 
sponsors are willing to provide the necessary funds. In other 
instances the use of 10% funds may be appropriate. It is probably of 
some value to try to standardize the type of equipment obtained, 
although individual needs and preferences may be more important. Use 
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of standardized technical word processing software for faculty who 
find it convenient to do wheir own reports might be worthwhile to 
consider. 

Communications within the Mathematics Department have deteriorated 
over a period of many years. Presently the Department seems to be 
more a group of individuals doing their own jobs rather than a team 
doing one big job. Lack of communication has led to a situation where 
faculty members usually have no idea what difficulties, what projects 
are being pursued, or what interesting things have happened to other 
members of the department. This is not necessarily due to lack of 
formal weekly meetings, and a suggestion that such meetings be 
instituted is not given here. Rather, it is suggested that informal 
meetings be held in the faculty lounge on a semi-regular basis, much 
as was done some 12 or more years ago for a period of time. Various 
items could be discussed in an informal way. It could be a time where 
individuals could give a brief overview of the kinds of things in 
which they are currently interested. Various happenings around the 
school might be discussed; it's possible we might want to invite 
someone to talk informally about various projects that concern us 
(e.g., the new Ocean Sciences Building), 
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